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To approve the following COURSE DELETIONS: PSC 591/592, PSC 605, PSC 633, and PSC 602.

To approve the following COURSE ADDITIONS: PSC 600, PSC 604 and PSC 612.

To approve the following CHANGE OF TITLES: PSC 533, PSC 609 and PSC 660.

RATIONALE: The deletions and additions are part of a revamping of the program to remove courses no longer of interest and/or usefulness in favor of courses which more completely cover the field. The title changes are to more accurately reflect the content of the courses as they are now taught.

(Course change forms are available for inspection in the Faculty Senate office - Northcott Hall 209-A.)

FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT:

APPROVED

BY SENATE: Robert A. Sarny DATE: 2/27/92

DISAPPROVED

BY SENATE: __________________________ DATE: __________

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT:

APPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: 3/6/92

DISAPPROVED: __________________________ DATE: __________
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________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________